The Solar Energy Technologies Office at the Department of Energy

Are you part of the next generation of scientific leaders in solar energy? If so, apply today for the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) Science and Technology Policy Opportunity (https://www.zintellect.com/Posting/Details/3603).

ORISE is currently accepting application until the June 15, 2018 deadline. The opportunity enables highly talented scientists and engineers to participate in projects integral to the mission of the Solar Energy Technologies Office at the U.S. Department of Energy in Washington, D.C. If selected you would play an integral role in establishing and implementing new initiatives to make solar energy more affordable and reliable.

You would participate in designing national R&D strategies for advancing photovoltaic and concentrated solar power technology as well as technologies to enable better solar integration with the grid. This is an excellent opportunity to learn about the federal government and its role in advancing science and technology. Participants are expected to apply the expertise gained from their scientific education and research experiences to assist in developing and managing new and ongoing projects.

The opportunity is available to applicants holding bachelor’s, master’s, or Ph.D. degrees of all quantitative backgrounds as well as applicants with relevant post-degree experience.

For more information please visit: https://energy.gov/eere/education/energy-efficiency-and-renewable-energy-science-and-technology-policy-fellowships